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The Korean Crisis 2017-11-29
an in depth portrait of the two koreas and their turbulent relationship from the author of
eisenhower a 20th century hero in war and peace after nearly 70 years of division between
north and south korea the two nations have not yet achieved a peaceful settlement professor
emeritus jack van der slik s book provides a first person account of the incredible differences
between the nations the korean crisis one people two nations an uncertain future follows the
fate of the two koreas the first is a story of hard earned success by the south korean people
although democracy did not come easily it did accompany flourishing through market
capitalism the second the fall of the democratic people s republic of korea began with early
economic success then sank into a socialist dictatorship stratifying the country s people into
a small privileged elite supported by a poor and cheerless mass of disadvantaged workers
despite the poverty and food insecurity suffered by the north korean underclass the ruling
elite has formidably armed itself with nuclear weapons and a massive standing army the
korean crisis draws upon deep studies of democratization in south korea and van der slik s
own travels throughout the republic of korea and panmunjom the heavily armed 38th parallel
and the site of peace negotiations intensely researched highly informative and poignantly
told the korean crisis will educate the public about korea and the dangers that exist there
while shedding light on a possible catastrophic nuclear conflict between the two rival
countries whose combatants are in fact one people

The Metamorphosis of U.S.-Korea Relations 2022-04-04
this book contends that the long history of america s interaction with korea started with the
signing of the treaty of peace amity commerce and navigation in 1882 and with the
establishment of the seward shufeldt line william seward and robert shufeldt shared the same
vision of achieving their american goal by opening korea and extending the seward shufeldt
line from alaska to link it with the philippines and the samoan islands thus completing a
perfect perimeter for the american era of the pacific and for its dominance in the asian
market initiating diplomatic and trading relations with korea was commodore shufeldt s
finishing touch on the plan for achieving american hegemony in the coming 20th century in
turn the decline of chinese sphere of influence over the korean peninsula and the fall of
russian power in the region with the consequential rise of japanese power there which led to
a change from the ss line to the roosevelts theodore franklin line the colonization of korea the
division of korea the korean war and has brought america back nearly full circle to that first
encounter in pyeongyang the regrettable general sherman incident in 1866 this book argues
that the united states must uphold its early commitment to peace and amity by now
normalizing relations with north korea in order to bring closure to the korean question

The Korean War 2018-03-29
this classic history of the korean war from its origins through the armistice is now available in
a paperback edition including a substantive introduction that considers the heightened
danger of a new northeast asian war as trump and kim jong un escalate their rhetoric wada
haruki one of the world s leading scholars of the war draws on archival and other primary
sources in russia china the united states south korea taiwan and japan to provide the first full
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understanding of the korean war as an international conflict from the perspective of all the
actors involved wada traces the north korean invasion of south korea in riveting detail
providing new insights into the behavior of kim il sung and syngman rhee he also provides
new insights into the behavior of communist leaders in korea china russia eastern europe and
their rivals in other nations he traces the course of the war from its origins in the north and
south korean leaders failed attempts to unify their country by force ultimately escalating into
a sino american war on the korean peninsula although sixty five years have passed since the
armistice the korean conflict has never really ended tensions remain high on the peninsula as
washington and pyongyang as well as seoul and pyongyang continue to face off it is even
more timely now to address the origins of the korean war the nature of the confrontation and
the ways in which it affects the geopolitical landscape of northeast asia and the pacific region
with his unmatched ability to draw on sources from every country involved wada paints a rich
and full portrait of a conflict that continues to generate controversy

Politics, International Relations and Diplomacy on the
Korean Peninsula 2023-07-21
this edited volume explores the past present and future of the korean peninsula with special
focus on south korea by connecting developments in politics with those in international
relations and diplomacy the book focuses on how south korea s politics and international
relations have evolved since the founding of the first republic in 1948 with particular
attention to the period surrounding the 2022 presidential election the authors provide new
insights into korean politics including south korean electoral reform and relations with china
and japan north korea s nuclear capacity and north south diplomacy beginning with a
commentary by colin crooks britain s current ambassador to south korea and former
ambassador to north korea on recent british foreign policy changes and uk korea relations
this book will appeal to scholars and students of politics international relations diplomacy and
korean studies

One Korea 2016-11-10
on the korean peninsula there exist two sovereign states the republic of korea rok or south
korea and the democratic people s republic of korea dprk or north korea both of whom hold
separate membership at the united nations this book discusses the construction of one korea
and highlights the potential benefits of unification for the koreans and the international
community arguing that korean unification is intrinsically international in nature the authors
outline how the process and outcome would impact upon the policies of the four major
powers the u s china russia and japan in addition the authors highlight the possible far
reaching repercussions of unification on the political and economic dynamics of northeast
asia making a case for the two koreas and interested powers to plan and orchestrate their
acts for sustained peace and gradual unification on the korean peninsula this book examines
the korean question and the related issue of peace building in northeast asia from a global
perspective it will be of interest to students and scholars researching politics and
international relations
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Music and Politics on the Korean Peninsula 2008-01
bringing together an international line up of contributors this book examines south korea s
foreign policy strategies designed to cope with the challenges of the post cold war regional
order and the emergence of a korean paradox focusing on non material factors in shaping the
decision making processes of primary actors such as traditions beliefs and identities this book
begins by analysing the emergence of the asian paradox and explores how different political
traditions have influenced south korea s foreign and security policies in the second part from
chapter 4 this book goes on to deal directly with the key issues in south korea s foreign policy
today with an emphasis on the progressive and conservative approaches to the challenges
the country faces this includes the north korean threat the alliance with the u s relations with
china and russia the complicated relationship with japan and the emerging role of south
korea outside of northeast asia an innovative study of the domestic sources of south korean
foreign policy the korean paradox investigates south korea s growing role at both regional
and global levels as such it will be useful to students and scholars of korean studies
international relations and east asian studies more generally

The Korean Paradox 2019-05-24
originally published in hardcover in 2002

Korean Endgame 2003-08-21
a permanent peace regime on the korean peninsula has yet to be achieved even though the
korean war came to a halt more than half a century ago without a peace treaty formally
ending the korean war the two korean states are technically still at war the current situation
on the korean peninsula is extremely tense and precarious and tensions and distrust between
the two koreas and between the u s and north korea escalated in the wake of north korea s
second underground nuclear weapons testing in 2009 the editors of this volume conceptually
present a two track inter korean and international approach to korean peninsula peace
regime building they argue that an inter korean and international approach should be
pursued simultaneously for the construction of a permanent peace regime on the korean
peninsula the contributing authors are established specialists and experts on korean foreign
relations and northeast asian international relations as natives of the u s korea china and
japan they provide objective scholarly and diverse perspectives on the korean peace regime
building

Peace Regime Building on the Korean Peninsula and
Northeast Asian Security Cooperation 2016-05-13
the potential for reunification of the two koreas whether in the short or long term argues for a
comprehensive look at policy and planning issues that encompass the peninsula as a whole
this book deals with spatial policy issues in both south and north korea in a broad and non
political way part one deals with south korea examining cultural changes the capital city of
seoul greenbelt policy the balanced national regional development strategy and the new
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mega regional approach part two delves into aspects of development in north korea such as
the limitations of national statistics the marketization of the economy integration with the
rest of north east asia and the need for a spatial infrastructure strategy part three examines
the case for reunification in the interests of both the south and north it argues that a
transitional approach would be less costly and less risky than sudden reunification primarily
via an early strategy of shifting more capital to the north and later by moderating migration
flows to the south the book also examines whether the capital should remain in seoul or be
relocated elsewhere should reunification occur professors students and public policy officials
in the fields of asian studies regional economics and planning urban studies and political
science and any reader interested in the future of korea will find this book very current and
enlightening

Regional and Urban Policy and Planning on the Korean
Peninsula 2011-01-01
this book explores the state of play on the korean peninsula where old conflicts remain latent
regarding security on the korean peninsula however this book challenges the belief that the
internal affairs of states should be discounted and posits that to have a fuller perspective of
comprehensive peacebuilding on the korean peninsula all aspects of the security spectrum
should be considered from the perspective of both challenges to building peace and
opportunities for doing so in particular the internal governance functioning of the democratic
people s republic of korea dprk regime will be considered as well as the intersection between
regime security economic development and distributive justice and south korean
perceptional ideational and bottom up approaches to peace on the korean peninsula hence
this book will be of interest to scholars of the region journalists and peace makers

Comprehensive Peacebuilding on the Korean Peninsula
2023-06-01
in contrast to the many books that use military diplomatic and historic language in analyzing
the korean war this book takes a cultural approach that emphasizes the human dimension of
the war an approach that especially features korean voices there are chapters on korean art
on the war translations into english of korean poetry by korean soldiers and american soldier
poetry on the war there is a photographic essay on the war by combat journalist and pulitzer
prize winning photographer max desfor another chapter includes and analyzes songs on the
korean war korean american and chinese that illuminate the many complex memories of the
war there is a discussion of korean films on the war and a chapter on korean war pows and
their contested memories more than any other nonfiction book on the war this one shows us
the human face of tragedy for americans chinese and most especially koreans june 2000 was
the fiftieth anniversary of the outbreak of the korean war this moving volume is intended as a
commemoration of it

Remembering the Forgotten War 2015-02-12
seoul is a colossus both in its physical presence and the demand it places on any intellectual
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effort to understand it how did it come to be how can a city this immense work underlying its
spectacle and incongruities is a city that might be described as ill at ease with its own past
the bitter rifts of japanese colonization persist as does the troubled aftermath of the korean
war and its divisions the economic miracle on the han that followed is crosscut by memories
of the violent dictatorship that drove it in seoul author ross king interrogates this contested
history and its physical remnants tacking between the city s historiography and architecture
with attention to monuments streets and other urban spaces the book s structuring device is
the dichotomy of erasure and memory as necessary preconditions for reinvention king traces
this phenomenon from the old dynasties to the japanese regime and wartime destruction he
then follows the equally destructive reinvention of korea under dictatorship to the brilliant
city of the present with its extraordinary explosion of creativity and ideas the post 1991
hallyu the korean wave the final chapter returns to questions of forgetting and memory but
now as conditions of possibility for what would seem to underlie the present trajectory of this
extraordinary city and culture seoul can be read king suggests in the context of the hybrid
ideas that have characterized korean cultural history it may be their present eruption that
accounts for the city of contradictions that confronts the contemporary observer and that
most extraordinary of korean phenomena the rise of an alternative virtual world eclipsing
both city and nation has the very idea of korea been reinvented even as the weakly defined
nation state slips away

Seoul 2018-02-28
u s policy toward north korea has been politically controversial with some supporting
engagement and negotiations and others calling for isolating the regime on the basis that it
cannot be trusted neither approach will work according to bluth who explains that north
korea s foreign and security policy is the result of both internal and external threats to the
survival of a regime that can no longer sustain itself

Crisis on the Korean Peninsula 2011-07-01
a great journalist raises troubling questions about the forgotten war in this courageous
controversial book with a new introduction by bruce cumings the baltimore sun much about
the korean war is still hidden and much will long remain hidden i believe i have succeeded in
throwing new light on its origins from the author s preface in 1945 us troops arrived in korea
for what would become america s longest lasting conflict while history books claim without
equivocation that the war lasted from 1950 to 1953 those who have actually served there
know better by closely analyzing us intelligence before june 25 1950 the war s official start
and the actions of key players like john foster dulles general douglas macarthur and chiang
kai shek the great investigative reporter i f stone demolishes the official story of america s
forgotten war by shedding new light on the tangled sequence of events that led to it the
hidden history of the korean war was first published in 1952 during the korean war and then
republished during the vietnam war in the 1990s documents from the former soviet archives
became available further illuminating this controversial period in history
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The Hidden History of the Korean War, 1950–1951
2014-09-16
this book takes a fresh look at the korean war by considering the conflict from a northeast
asian regional perspective it highlights the connections of the war to earlier conflicts in the
region and examines the human impact of the war on neighboring countries focusing
particularly on the ways in which the korean war shaped regional cross border movements of
people goods and ideas including hopes and fears it also considers the lasting consequences
of these movements for the region s society and politics

The Korean War in Asia 2018-02-09
a fresh historical and theoretical exploration of the much debated but still elusive question of
the korean divide in contrast to much of the literature on the divide which deals with state
building on the two sides of the demilitarized zone this book sheds light on the slow but
steady process of homogenization between the two estranged peoples as accelerated after
the end of the cold war and especially after the inauguration of president kim dae jung in
1998 providing immense empirical detail as well as theoretical debate on the ideas in policy
shaping in south korea the book presents a rich history of enemies and covers issues
including an overview of the structural shift and the rise and fall of identity groups in south
korea history of enemy making and peace building north korea s external relations with the
us japan and europe hyundai s groundbreaking cross border tourism and other economic
cooperation projects the lingering nuclear weapons crises by focusing on the question of
identities the book presents a new approach on one of the most important legacies of the
cold war and threat to peace in the contemporary world the divided korean peninsula as such
it fills a major gap in the literature utilizing new theoretical and empirical frameworks to deal
with the korean division and its future implications in east asia

South Korean Engagement Policies and North Korea
2006
the impressive second edition of this standard study incorporates important new evidence on
the origins of the war from chinese and russian archives it reveals that stalin encouraged the
attack on south korea but also confirms that the original initiative came from north korea
peter lowe has also written an extended conclusion with a discussion of the koreas in the late
1990s and the challenges involved in securing their reunification

The Origins of the Korean War 2014-07-30
this task force report comprehensively reviews the situation on the peninsula as well as the
options for u s policy it provides a valuable ranking of u s interests and calls for a firm
commitment from the obama administration to seek denuclearization of the korean peninsula
backed by a combination of sanctions incentives and sustained political pressure in addition
to increased efforts to contain proliferation it notes that china s participation in this effort is
vital indeed the report makes clear that any hope of north korea s dismantling its nuclear
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program rests on china s willingness to take a strong stance for denuclearization to proceed
china must acknowledge that the long term hazard of a nuclear korea is more perilous to it
and the region than the short term risk of instability the report also recognizes that robust
relations between washington and its allies in the region japan and south korea must
underpin any efforts to deal with the north korean problem it looks as well at regime change
and scenarios that could lead to reunification of the peninsula at the same time that the task
force emphasizes the danger and urgency of north korea s behavior it recognizes and
applauds the beneficial u s relationship with south korea which has proved to be a valuable
economic and strategic partner in this vein the task force advocates continued close
coordination with seoul and urges prompt congressional passage of the u s south korea free
trade agreement

U.S. Policy Toward the Korean Peninsula 2010
the korean war in world history features the accomplishments of noted scholars over the last
decade and lays the groundwork for the next generation of scholarship these essays present
the latest thinking on the korean war focusing on the relationship of one country to the war
william stueck s introduction and conclusion link each essay to the rich historiography of the
event and suggest the war s place within the history of the twentieth century the korean war
had two very different faces on one level the conflict was local growing out of the internal
conditions of korea and fought almost entirely within the confines of a small asian country
located far from europe the fighting pitted korean against korean in a struggle to determine
the balance of political power within the country yet the war had a huge impact on the
international politics of the cold war combat threatened to extend well beyond the peninsula
potentially igniting another global conflagration and leaving in its wake a much escalated
arms race between the western and eastern blocs the dynamics of that division remain today
threatening international peace and security in the twenty first century contributors lloyd
gardner chen jian allan r millett michael schaller and kathryn weathersby

The Korean War in World History 2004-05-14
a war torn country only 60 years ago south korea has since achieved prodigious growth and
global integration experiencing rapid industrialization and seeing its cultural exports gain
international popularity because of this rapid transformation an investigation of the korean
ethos the shared self concept woven through the divergent social contexts of both south and
north korea is challenging this book provides an introduction to the korean ethos detailing its
representation in key cultural words and in film part i explores definitive concepts terms
generally regarded as difficult to translate such as han regret jeong feeling and deok virtue
and how they are expressed in korean cinema part ii analyzes film narratives based on these
concepts via close readings of 13 films including three from north korea

Tensions on the Korean Peninsula 1994
korean literature through the korean wave engages with the rising interest in both the korean
wave and korean language learning by incorporating korean wave cultural content especially
k dramas films and songs to underline and support the teaching of korean literature it
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combines both premodern and modern texts including poetry novels philosophical treatises
and even comics to showcase the diversity of korean literature particular care has been
taken to include the voices of those marginalised in the often male elite dominated discourse
on korean literature in particular this book also distinguishes itself by extending the usual
breadth of what is considered modern korean literature up until the present day including
texts published as recently as 2017 many of these texts are very relevant for recent
discourse in korean affairs such as the obsession with physical appearance the metoo
movement and multiculturalism this textbook is aimed at b1 b2 level and intermediate mid
students of korean on the one hand the textbook introduces students to seeing beyond
korean literature as a monolithic entity giving a taste of its wonderful richness and diversity
on the other hand it provides an entry point into discussions on korean contemporary society
in which the text and associated media extracts provides the catalyst for more in depth
analysis and debate

Two Lenses on the Korean Ethos 2015-01-13
osprey digital presents a new look at unusual and little known events that occurred during
the korean war a forgotten war in modern history the korean war is rarely given much
recognition or studied in detailed in fact it was one of the bloodiest conflicts of the 20th
century a deadly clash of world views as the un allied itself with south korea against the
massed ranks of north korean armies backed by communist china in this book paul edwards
presents a fresh look at the korean war focusing on a number of unusual events that
happened during the conflict beginning with a look at the war itself edwards goes onto tell
the stories of the salvation army band that disappeared ufo sightings the pulitzer prize
winning journalist maggie higgins and her battle to report in korea as an equal with her male
counterparts and an operation to rescue orphan children it also provides a fascinating look at
the propaganda materials dropped over korea by both sides this miscellany of the war allows
readers to dip in and out of this e book only title a perfect e book for the daily commute

Korean Literature Through the Korean Wave
2019-07-17
this pioneering volume navigates cultural memory of the korean war through the lens of
contemporary arts and film in south korea for the last two decades cultural memory of the
korean war has been a subject of persistent controversy in the forging of south korean
postwar national and ideological identity applying the theoretical notion of postmemory this
book examines the increasingly diversified attitudes toward memories of the korean war and
cold war from the late 1990s and onward particularly in the demise of military dictatorships
chapters consider efforts from younger generation artists and filmmakers to develop new
ways of representing traumatic memories by refusing to confine themselves to the tragic
experiences of survivors and victims extensively illustrated this is one of the first volumes in
english to provide an in depth analysis of work oriented around such themes from 12
renowned and provocative south korean artists and filmmakers this includes documentary
photographs participatory public arts independent women s documentary films and media
installations the korean war and postmemory generation will appeal to students and scholars
of film studies contemporary art and korean history
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Unusual Footnotes to the Korean War 2013-02-20
this book describes the structure and history of the korean language ranging from its cultural
and sociological setting writing system and modern dialects to how koreans themselves view
their language and its role in society an accessible comprehensive source of information on
the korean language lee and ramsey s work is an important resource for all those interested
in korean history and culture offering information not readily available elsewhere in the
english language literature

The Korean War and Postmemory Generation
2021-07-30
a multidimensional multidisciplinary work on one of the least understood but most important
conflicts in modern history a cornerstone work in abc clio s distinguished list of reference
works on military history the encyclopedia of the korean war a political social and military
history is a comprehensive resource on the confrontation that became the first shooting war
of the cold war the first limited conflict of the atomic age and the war that led to a dramatic
escalation of the national security state while foreshadowing u s involvement in vietnam
encyclopedia of the korean war offers complete coverage of strategies weapon systems and
clashes that marked the course of events on the battlefield but this authoritative
multidisciplinary work expands beyond the military perspective to portray the overall culture
of the era addressing a variety of political economic social and popular culture topics as well
incorporating a wealth of recent research the new edition adds more than 130 entries and
updated coverage throughout plus more bibliographic listings an expanded historiographical
essay and a documents volume

Lost in Seoul 1990
presents a history and analysis of the korean war focusing on the contributions of the united
nations diplomacy of the conflict and its role in the cold war

The Korean Language 2001-01-11
this edited volume brings together the work of ten distinguished scholars and leading experts
on korean politics to critically analyze the key factors and issues that are shaping a newly
emerging security regime on and around the korean peninsula the korean security regime is
expected to undergo a swift structural change in the coming years given new trilateral u s
south korea japan relations u s japan security cooperation and increasing rivalry between
china and the u s and china and japan north korea s most recent initiatives to reach out to
the international community have resulted in historic agreements on diplomatic
normalization talks with the u s and japan in march 2000 these talks and the first high level
visit by north korean officials to the united states will restructure the security dynamics on
the korean peninsula
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In Search of New Peace on the Korean Peninsula 2010
this book explores journalism practices and the dynamics of international news media in
korea and examines the ways in which korean journalists and foreign correspondents cover
news stories about the korean conflict it notably explores news gathering practices
concerning the korean conflict and investigates factors that influence journalists news
production through interview with foreign correspondents including bureau chiefs from news
outlets as diverse as ap reuters the new york times the bbc le figaro and the mainichi
shimbun extending its coverage to provide a rationale for the proliferation of new media both
from encoders and decoders perspectives and drawing on lively empirical data to examine
the processes of news production the book addresses how international media impacts on
the stability and security in the region under the influence of the competing superpowers the
united states and china

The Encyclopedia of the Korean War [3 volumes]
2010-04-09
in three days the number of so called volunteers reached over three hundred men very
quickly they organized us into military units just like that i became a north korean soldier and
was on the way to some unknown place from the book south korean lee young ho was
seventeen years old when he was forced to serve in the north korean people s army during
the first year of the korean war after a few months he deserted the nkpa and returned to
seoul where he joined the south korean marine corps ho s experience is only one of the many
compelling accounts found in voices from the korean war unique in gathering war stories
from veterans from all sides of the korean war american south korean north korean and
chinese this volume creates a vivid and multidimensional portrait of the three year long
conflict told by those who experienced the ground war firsthand richard peters and xiaobing li
include a significant introduction that provides a concise history of the korean conflict as well
as a geographical and a political backdrop for the soldiers personal stories

The Korean War 1997-07-27
a revisionist account of the controversial war examines perspectives on both sides of the
conflict while assessing its cultural contradictions and lasting influence placing particular
focus on the roles of mccarthyism and the media

Korean Security Dynamics in Transition 2001-06-22
the current research aims to provide analytical understandings on the costs and benefits of
korean unification from political social and economic aspects upon the two years of earlier
works we constructed an analytical model encompassing both spatial and temporal
dimensions of the unification process and built comprehensive architecture the guiding type
of unification based on this model we have broaden the scope of the research by collecting
diverse perspectives from the worldwide experts of the leading countries we expect to
observe the global trends of world governance indeed the increasing importance of group of
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twenty g 20 countries in managing global problems reflects both political and social aspects
of the changes occurring in global governance another reason for this would be south korea s
diversified international relations in the recent years hence it seems necessary to take a
closer look on the international dimensions of korean unification in this vein we requested
thirteen experts of the leading countries to express their opinions on korean unification in
order to collect international perspectives in a coordinated manner scholars were provided
with a guideline to include their perspectives on the expected effects of korean unification
and the potential roles of their countries during and after the process participants were also
asked to present candid implications for korean unification argentina whose food supply is
abundant laid stress on providing assistance in terms of food security during the unification
australia who has special concerns in asian security suggested a comprehensive support not
only as a mediator but also as one of the u s alliance due to remote distance to asia brazil is
relatively less affected by the unification brazil however expressed that it has a keen interest
in transmission of its experience regarding nuclear issues with argentina similar to brazil s
stance the effects of the unification influence is indirect to canada nevertheless canada could
play a role in providing humanitarian assistance and could be a potential destination for north
korean refugee resettlement france one of the most influential members in the european
union and the united nations made a suggestion to promote institution building in east asia
that can promote stability in the region germany the only country who had experienced
unification presented its interest in participating actively in the process of korean unification
through public and private sectors india assumed that the unification of korea leads to the
denuclearization of the peninsula and would see this as a positive sign for stability of the
region since it would limit or end north korea s nuclear weapon transmits with pakistan
indonesia could contribute to regional peace and stability through asean and its extensions
as south korea can call upon indonesia to engage in the peace process italy who especially
pointed out the role of european union as a whole is well poised to contribute to economic
and social development with north korea through technical assistance mexico can and
expressed its willingness to play an active role in the unification process through
international organizations south africa who had been successful in national reconciliation
and denuclearization is very likely to provide its experience and can be a strong voice for the
npt and arms control in the international society advocating south korea s policy in korean
unification turkey explicitly mentioned that it will side with seoul if there is a possible conflict
in the peninsula the author emphasized that the international community must be well
informed on how korean unification will take place last but not least the united kingdom
author suggested that koreans will have to resolve emotional conflicts for reconciliation
considering how both koreas have dealt educational matters concerning the division of the
peninsula this may face a major challenge in the future generation thirteen countries
diversely manifested positions on the unifying process are indicative of perceptual change
that the issue of korean unification is no longer a regional issue but an international one in
which multiple actors have their own stakes within upon the previously suggested
implications we categorized the countries into three groups bystanders supporters and
interveners this categorization reflects the assertiveness of each country or coercive level of
each country s assistance instrumented towards the two koreas during the unifying process
in the conclusion based on our final analysis we provided recommendations for the policy
makers first diversified diplomacy creates an amicable international environment for
unification policies beyond the power politics of the four powers second activation of leading
countries roles is strategically advantageous to activate the meaningful roles of these leading
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countries to minimize the four powers concerns third emphasizing the formation of
multilateral system would provide leading countries with an additional motivation to actively
participate in the unification process furthermore multilateral efforts to achieve korean
unification are also expected to contribute to the furtherance of democratic elements in the
dynamics of international relations as a whole fourth it is now high time for us to conduct
more public diplomacy by devising new and creative methodologies the global research
project of this kind could be one of the most effective public diplomatic tools lastly the
unification between two koreas can no longer be considered as a regional issue within
northeast asia since others including the leading countries conceive their national interests
along the process of unification on the korean peninsula in diverse ways overall thirteen
countries recommendations underline the significance of collective efforts in addressing the
unification process and suggest south korea to learn lessons from the experience that they
have undergone in the past keywords argentina australia brazil canada france germany india
indonesia italy mexico south africa turkey united kingdom expectation role effect contents
acknowledgments abstract Ⅰ introduction Ⅱ effects and roles 1 argentina 2 australia 3 brazil 4
canada 5 france 6 germany 7 india 8 indonesia 9 italy 10 mexico 11 south africa 12 turkey 13
united kingdom Ⅲ analysis and evaluation 1 expected effect 2 potential roles 3 classification
of leading countries Ⅳ conclusion references recent publications

International News Coverage and the Korean Conflict
2019-03-20
this transcript is the first from a series of critical oral history conferences jointly hosted by the
woodrow wilson international center for scholars north korea international documentation
project and the university of north korean studies the first conference was held on 8 9
september 2008 in washington acknowledgements

Voices from the Korean War 2014-04-23
the revival of a classic work of journalism which exposes the gap between the official story
and reality proxy wars it seems are more openly practiced than ever and yet one of the worst
of these was suppressed and forgotten even in its own time at the height of the mccarthy era
and the inception of the cold war the great journalist i f stone released the hidden history of
the korean war a courageous work of investigative journalism that demolished the official
story of america s so called forgotten war as the war spiraled to its conclusion stone closely
analyzed openly available u s intelligence narratives on the war s official start and the actions
of key players like john foster dulles general douglas macarthur and chiang kai shek the
result of his investigations was a controversial book that raised questions about the origin of
the war made a case that the u s government had manipulated the united nations and gave
evidence that the u s military and south korean oligarchy dragged out the war by sabotaging
peace talks with a new introduction by tim beal and greg elich 70 years after its initial
publication the hidden history of the korean war remains a powerful dissemination of the
hidden history behind the dominant historical narrative as relevant as ever
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The Korean War 2011
the korean economy from growth to maturity takes an in depth amalgamated look at the
evolution of korea s globalization drive from the early 2000s kim dae jung regime 1998 2003
to the present period park geun hye 2013 2017 the book discusses the role of foreign
companies on the sustainability of korea s economic growth the relationship between the
chaebol and the mncs the evolution of korea s nation brand and the role of the state in korea
s new economic trajectory globalization since the 2000s with data collected from fieldwork
the book provides both empirical and qualitative insights economic socio cultural and political
economic analysis into the korean political economy and would be a very useful reference to
other emerging economies experiencing similar globalization paths

Change and Challenge on the Korean Peninsula 1996
the korean war occupies a unique place in american history and foreign policy because it
followed closely after world war ii and ushered in a new era of military action as the first hot
conflict of the cold war the korean war was marketed as an entirely new kind of military
campaign but how were the war weary american people convinced that the limited objectives
of the korean war were of paramount importance to the nation in this ground breaking book
steven casey deftly analyzes the truman and eisenhower administrations determined efforts
to shape public discourse about the war influence media coverage of the conflict and gain
political support for their overall approach to waging the cold war while also trying to avoid
inciting a hysteria that would make it difficult to localize the conflict the first in depth study of
truman s and eisenhower s efforts to garner and sustain support for the war selling the
korean war weaves a lucid tale of the interactions between the president and government
officials journalists and public opinion that ultimately produced the twentieth century concept
of limited war it has been popularly thought that the public is instinctively hostile towards any
war fought for less than total victory but casey shows that limited wars place major
constraints on what the government can say and do he also demonstrates how the truman
administration skillfully rededicated and redefined the war as it dragged on with mounting
casualties using a rich array of previously untapped archival resources including official
government documents and the papers of leading congressmen newspaper editors and war
correspondents casey s work promises to be the definitive word on the relationship between
presidents and public opinion during america s forgotten war

Global Expectations for Korean Unification 2014-12-31

Crisis and Confrontation on the Korean Peninsula,
1968-1969 2011-01-01

Hidden History of the Korean War 2023-05
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The Korean Economy 2019-05-01

Selling the Korean War 2008-03-21
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